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It is estimated that immune system evolution commenced

more than 600 million years ago (Mya) when ancestral forms

ofMHCandCD45 appeared establishing innate immunity.1 By

500Mya, RAG gene evolution had occurred, founding adaptive

immunity.2 The first mammals appearedmuch later (220Mya)

and reproduced by laying of eggs. Placental mammals with

internal gestations and live born offspring have existed for only

100 Mya, with humans and mice being relatively recent mam-

malian evolutions. This historical record indicates that the

evolution of viviparity must have involved processes that were

immunologically unrecognized, immunologically accepted or

occurred at accelerated rates that could not be immunologi-

cally regulated.

Placental evolution occurred repeatedly and is not regarded

as incremental genetic changes but as catastrophically abrupt

changes. Current research suggests acquisition of ancient retro-

viruses that drove cell fusion was critical for evolution of pla-

cental mammals.3,4 Histologically, placenta has the most

diverse structure between species of any tissue. It is not yet

known in detail whether immunological specializations at the

maternal–fetal interface also vary widely between species. It is

quite clear that innate immune cell populations have been

specially adapted to this location in all species studied to date.

Reproductive Immunology became a research focus about 60

years ago as concepts regarding transplantation antigens and trans-

plant rejection developed. A pioneering 1953 paper that heavily

influenced development of this subspecialty was ‘Some immuno-

logical and endocrinological problems raised by the evolution

of viviparity in vertebrates. Symp. Soc. Exp. Biol. 7: 320–338’ by

Sir Peter Medawar5 who received the 1960 Nobel Prize in

Medicine for developing concepts of immunological tolerance.

Antigens are not the only key regulators of immune cell

biology in the reproductive tract; endocrine influences are

critical. Further, reproductive immunology addresses not only

pregnancy, but the reproductive tracts of males and non-gravid

females. The many organs that comprise each of the male and

female reproductive systems are components of the mucosal

immune system. Each is a specialized environment that makes

unique contributions to the success of procreation and can

experience immunologically based disease. These diseases have

clinical importance not only for humans,6,7 but also in livestock

production for food and in global protection of wild and cap-

tive or domesticated contemporary mammalian species.8,9

Contributors to this special issue of Cellular and Molecular

Immunology were invited to highlight specific areas of Repro-

ductive Immununology as a review, opinion or primary paper

to showcase the breadth and importance of topics under intense

investigation or of newer emerging importance. The triad of

individuals involved in mammalian reproductive processes

(mother, father, offspring), the dynamic, rapidly changing

aspects of the maternal–fetal interface during development,

the unique properties of reproductive tract immune cells and

the lack of specimen availability during mid to late pregnancy in

humans and wildlife, due to the desire of healthy offspring

make reproductive immunology a challenging subject. Its

importance, however, to every current, past and future
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mammal, cannot be overstated. Rather than addressing the

mammalian conceptus as an allograft, parasite or transplant

to be tolerated, appreciation of the unique immunological fea-

tures of mammalian reproduction will be the approach most

likely to advance translation of research in this field.

This special issue begins with a comprehensive review by

Nguyen et al.10 of the immune systems of non-pregnant female

and male reproductive tracts and the impact of endocrine

influences. The unique compartmentalization of the repro-

ductive tract from systemic immunity is emphasized as is its

susceptibility to HIV-1 infection through sexual activity. Zhao

and colleagues11 then address the defense system of the testes

and the unique immune privilege it displays at the onset of

puberty and male gametogenesis. The topic then moves to

pregnancy. Matson and Caron12 discuss endocrine control of

uterine immune cells during pregnancy, using adrenomedullin

as an example hormone that participates in leukocyte local-

ization and function at the maternal–fetal interface. Du and

her colleagues review their comprehensive work and that of

others on chemokines and chemokine receptor expres-

sion in early human implantation sites.13 Influences on leuko-

cyte recruitment as well as on trophoblast invasion are dis-

cussed in normal as well as in pathological pregnancies. Lima

and her colleagues14 then report on the roles of the LY49 recep-

tor gene family during mouse pregnancy, focusing on subsets

of uterine natural killer (NK) cells. These authors found selec-

tive alterations of NK cell functions in pan LY49 gene knock-

downmice. This paper is followed by Rajagopalan’s15 review of

antigen expression by trophoblast (placental) cells and the res-

ponses recognition of these antigens induce in innate immune

cells. A special state of secretory senescence is described in

human uterine NK cells. This topic has the potential to reshape

understanding of the unusual terminal differentiation of uter-

ine immune cells that cease division but are not cleared as

apoptotic cells. The contribution by Leno-Durán and her col-

leagues16concludes the series of paper on innate immune res-

ponses during early pregnancy with a review on the interactions

between dendritic cells and NK cells in decidua, a pregnancy-

induced tissue of transiently transformed endometrial fibro-

blasts induced in species with hemochorial placentation.

In the next issue of the journal (Vol. 11, No. 6, November

2014), the theme of Reproductive Immunology will be contin-

ued. The November papers will discuss adaptive immunity,

additional forms of leukocyte regulation and exchange at the

maternal–fetal interface, infection and immune associations

with labor. The potential for application of new diagnostic

approaches in assessment of reproductive health will also be

addressed. Together, the series of papers in this pair of special

issues provides readers with a broad perspective of current

research in reproductive immunology and the gaps in know-

ledge that invite the curious student or scientist. The immune

system has always been of importance to placental mammals

who have developed unique collaborative partnerships with

it millions of years ago. In our contemporary framework,

immune system promotion (immunotrophism) of reproduc-

tive success and immune system-induced complications and

failures of reproduction provide key translational opportun-

ities for health improvement in humans and other mammals.

Kingston, Ontario, Canada, 20 June 2014
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